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A THEATER AND AMPHITHEATER FOR
CHAMBER MUSIC ON A MOUNTAIN MEADOW (ABSTRACT)

The subject for this thesis is the design of a theater and amphitheater
for chamber music, upon a beautiful site-- a mountain meadow.
The site, context and program which serve as a starting point for the
new design are based on a real site and context: that of an existing
center for chamber music, situated high in the mountains, housed in
the buildings of an old estate. In creating the design for the new
building, it was attempted to achieve and integrate several goals:

• To create spaces (a theater and an amphitheater) which would en-
hance the experience of (listening to) chamber music-- both visually
and acoustically.

• To address the functional and practical requirements for a building
which is to be used as a center for the performance of music.
This includes the resolution of a whole range of architectural con-
cerns, including such issues as: structure; form; program and plan;
the use of materials; public and private areas; entrance and circu-
lation; the use of daylighting; the framing of views; an attention tohuman scale; and the design of a building with the consistency to
'read’ as a whole, rather as than an assemblage of parts.

E • To take advantage of the beautiful landscape and view from the new
building site, and to attempt to integrate the form and character ofthe
new building sensitively and gracefully onto the existing site.
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Iritent / Overview



Introduction I Intent

What this thesis is about is the design of a center for
the performance of chamber music-- a theater and
an amphitheater to be (theoretically) built on a
beautiful mountain meadow. The design takes as its
starting point a real site and a real context: an
already-established center for chamber music which
is housed in the buildings of an old country estate,
located high in the mountains.
ln the design process, we embark from two aspects
of beginning: the respect for a very beautiful site,
and the intent to design a place which will enhance
the experience of chamber music. lt is hoped, then,
that the design will grow and evolve equally from
these two directions-- from the music and from the
site. The intent is that the design create a building
(for music) which will grow from and grace the site
on which it is built.
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An overview of the project! organization of the book.

This study is about the design of a theater and amphitheater for chamber
music. The site, context, and program for the new building are based upon
a real site and a real (existing) center for chamber music-- the Garth Newel
Music Center, near Hot Springs, Virginia.
The existing music center, located in the buildings of an old estate (situated
high on a mountain meadow) presents professional chamber music con-
certs, open to the public; the performances are presented in the buildings
of the estate (in the manor house, and in the former ’horse rink’), in rooms
which can accommodate small audiences of 100-200 listeners. And both the
music and the setting in which it is played are delightful.
The rooms (in the estate buildings) in which the concerts are performed are
rustic and pastoral in atmosphere. Because of their small size and informal
style, they are intimate in ambience. And they are also surprisingly good-
sounding (acoustically). They are indeed delightful settings in which to at-
tend concerts performances. But these rooms were not, in fact, originally
designed and built for the performance of music. Although they are charming
spaces, they cannot provide the members oftheir audiences with good lines
of sight to the area of the stage (where the performances take place). And
thus to about half the members of the audience (all of whom are seated on
the same level), the performances are heard but not seen: so to these indi-
viduals, the visual aspect of the concert is virtually lost.
So for this thesis project (as an exercise in design) it was undertaken to
design a new music center for this site, a theater and an amphitheater spe-
cifically designed for the performance of chamber music. The new design
takes as its fundamental basis (delining its site and its program) the existing
(real) site and program of the existing music center. But whereas the exist-
ing music center is housed (retrolitted) in the buildings ofthe old estate, the
new design will create a building complex (theater and amphitheater) which
is specifically designed for the performance of music.
To establish the place from which the new design begins, then, the following
aspects of the existing music center must be studied and described: the site,
the context, and the program. lt is from the site and the context, organized
along the requirements of the program, that the partie, the form, and the
structure of the building will evolve.
So the history of the site, the site itself, and the buildings of the context will
be described early on in this narrative, as a background for the design which
is to follow. The design, itself, will then be illustrated in the following chap-
ters ofthe book, in sections relating to different aspects ofthe building: site!
partie; organization of the building! program; the structure; the auditorium;
and (finally) the form of the building complex as a whole.
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Garth Newel. (introduction and overview)

The site and program for the new design (of a center for chamber music) are
based upon the site and activities of a existing center for chamber music, lo-
cated high in the mountains-- the Garth Newel Music Center, near Hot Springs,
Virginia.
Garth Newel is situated in a beautiful mountainous region of west central
Virginia, the Alleghany Highlands-- in the buildings of an old estate, perched
high on a mountain meadow. lts setting is rural, pastoral; and from its mountain
meadow, the music center enjoys a spectacular view (down the clearing) ofthe
valley and the mountains beyond. Here, in the buildings of the estate, Garth
Newel presents professional chamber music concerts which are open to the
public. In the wintertime, concerts are performed in the living room ofthe manor
house; and summer concerts are presented in an (unheated) wooden building
which was once the ’horse rinl<’-- a sort of barn-like structure with a wooden
trussed roof-— with its doors and windows wide open, to the chirping sounds of
crickets, and to the fragrant freshness of the mountain air.
lt is important that the design for a new theater and amphitheater for this special
site take its beginning by carefully studying the nature of the existing site and
existing context-- for the site and its existing buildings exist in a graceful yet
fragile harmony. So while the new building has the advantage ofa very beautiful
site, its design must be e><tremely sensitive to the existing site and context--
such that the new building not spoil the very harmony and beauty that it wishes
to celebrate, but rather that it might respect and reinforce the 'essence’ of the
site’s simplicity and natural beauty.
To better understand this special site and its context-- and because of the im-
portance of the site to the new design-- it will help, first, to better understand a
little bit about the geography and history of the region in which the site is lo-
cated: the Alleghany Highlands of Virginia. Then, resting upon the foundation
ofthat larger view, we will return to describe in greater detail the estate at Garth
Newel: its history, its buildings, and the music center’s activities.

The region. (introduction and description)
The site of the music center is located in the beautiful Alleghany Highlands of
western central Virginia. The area is a lovely and majestic part of the Appa-
Iachian range, mostly wooded, and almost entirely undeveloped industrially.
Within this area of the mountains, there exist a number of naturally-occurring
hot springs, which have long been sought out for the healing benefits of soaking
in their hot mineral water pools.
To take advantage of the springs, there developed (as early as the late 17th
century) health spas in the area, a few of which became huge elegant resorts
frequented by the wealthy. And because ofthe beauty of the mountains, as well
as the springs, many estates are also located in the area near Garth Newel. The
names of many of the local towns reflect the importance of the springs to the
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region: Hot Springs, Warm Springs, Millboro Springs, Falling Springs, Healing
Springs. And so the name of the county where these towns are located is, ap-
propriately enough, Bath County.
Bath County is a spectacularly beautiful area of steep mountains and valleys,
covered with forest. Elevations within the county range from 1140 to 4477 feet.
The rugged landscape is a stunning combination of mountain and valley, forest
and meadow, stream and sky. The scenery along the drive which leads you into
Bath County, from the direction of Roanoke, is a delight in itself, and an excel-
lent introduction to the land.
Winding along the steep, narrow mountain roads, up you climb-— winding higher
and higher, up into the mountains. The winding road leads you through lush
green forests; past rushing mountain streams. The mountain air, as you drive,
is clean and fresh, fragrant sometimes with the smell of honeysuckle. As the
road emerges, intermittently, from the shelter of the forest, the view will sud-
denly break wide open-- revealing spectacular scenic overlooks, distant vistas
of the mountains far beyond. Continuing on, the road now leads you through
grassy green meadows, dotted with occasional farm houses, country churches
and barns. Then back into the forest again, emerald green. The road is con-
stantly curving. The scenery seems constantly to be changing. And the entire
scene is one of pristine and nearly breathtaking natural beauty.
The land in Bath County has indeed been left remarkably natural and undis-
turbed from commercial development. Eighty-nine per cent of the county is for-
est, and of that acreage, half lies within the George Washington National Forest.
There are no incorporated towns and no traffic lights in the county. And the
population of the entire county (sprinkled about a dozen small towns) is less
than six thousand.
A small amount of development to the county has, of course, occurred overthe
years-- much of which centers around the springs and the scenery. The hot
springs still exist, and people still come to seek their comforts. And so there are
resorts, spas, inns along the scenic back roads. But it has been a gentle de-
velopment. And through it all, the splendor of the spectacular mountain scenery
remains mostly unchanged, timeless in its beauty.

History of the region.
Because of the beauty of the land- and of course because of the springs- the
primary development of Bath County, historically, has been as a resort area.
Visitors seeking the healing waters of the hot mineral springs began coming to
Bath County as early as 1750. Thomas Jefferson ’took the waters’ here, as did
the frail wife of Robert E. Lee.
While the springs were originally sought out for the medicinal and therapeutic
value of soaking in their warm water pools, they became, as time went on, more
and more sought alter as centers of pleasure and social activity. By the late
1700s, the fashionable aristocracy of Virginia would go to the springs for several
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months a year-- arriving in early summer, ’disporting in pleasant company’ for
several months, and then returning once again, as the cooler weather came on,
to the lowlands.

lt was fashionable, in those days, for people to move (in groups) from one spring
to another-- from the Warm Springs to the Hot Springs, from the Hot to the Sweet,
from the Sweet to the White. Bathers would thus progress from one spring to the
next (driven in horse—drawn coaches over the steep mountain roads) virtually en
masse, in a group composed ofthe highest society of the times.
By the early 1800s, records show that six thousand persons were coming to the
springs annually. And so the area naturally developed a number of resorts and
health spas, a few of which became huge, elegant resorts frequented by the
wealthy. The most prominent such spa and resort, built around the mineral
springs, is The Homestead-- located in the town of Hot Springs. The Homestead
dates back to 1766; although the elegant hotel and resort which now exist were
built in the early 1900s (after a fire destroyed the original resort in 1901).
The Homestead is a sprawling impressive old hotel with an air of luxury and ’old
money’ opulence. The hotel boasts elegant lobbies and lounges, ballrooms and
dining rooms, spa facilities, and landscaped grounds which extend for miles. It
is probably the single most prominent feature of the county.
But besides the resorts and spas-- drawn by the beauty of the mountains, the hot
springs, and the temperate summer climate-- many elegant estates and summer
homes of wealthy families were also built in the Bath County area. One such
estate, built in the 1920s, was a place called ’Garth Newel', now a music center.
lt is upon this site (of the estate at Garth Newel) that the design in this thesis
study is based.

Garth Newel (History of the estate)
Garth Newel is located about half way between the towns of Hot Springs and
Warm Springs, Virginia-- towns which owe their names to the fact that there is
a three degree difference in the temperatures of their respective thermal springs.
Garth Newel was built as a country estate in the 1920s, for a couple who came
from the Northeast to live there-- to make the estate their new home. ln cele-
bration of the event, they named the estate ’Garth Newel', which means ’new
home' in Welsh.
The land on which the estate was built lies on the northwest slope of Warm
Springs Mountain, and faces the next ridge, which is called Little Mountain. Much
of the land is wooded; but the estate’s buildings are located along the edges of
a large, open meadow, a clearing in the forest. And from this meadow, there is
a long, lovely view (down the clearing, which winds down the hillside) of the
valley and of the mountains beyond. The estate buildings were built mostly of
wood-- native American chestnut, cut from the site-- with local stone used here
and there to build small retaining walls and stone steps. The buildings of the
estate included the manor house (the main residence); a ’horse rink’ (a building
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used to exercise horses); a barn (which was used as a 'stable'), and several
small cottages.
The people for whom the estate at Garth Newel was built were William Kendall,
and his bride, Christine Herter Kendall. Both members ofthe couple were fine
artists, both painters. Mr. Kendall had been Dean of the Yale Art School. And
it was at Yale, in fact, that Kendall and Miss Herter first met-- he was a pro-
fessor there, and she was one his students of art.
When Kendall became married to Christine Herter, it was his wife's influence
that led the couple to make their home at Garth Newel. Christine Herter had,
as a girl, grown up in New York City. But her family came every summer to the
Hot Springs area (to the Homestead) to vacation; and there they stayed all
summer. And she had fallen in love with the area. So, upon Christine’s mar-
riage to William Kendall, they decided to make the Alleghany Highlands their
home, the place they would begin their new life together.
They bought the land on which to build their estate, 114 acres, located between
Hot Springs and Warm Springs. The land, when purchased, had no existing
buildings on it. So the manor house (built as a wedding gift from the bride’s
mother) was to become the first building ofthe new estate; its construction was
completed in 1924.
Because both members of the couple were artists, the manor house contained
two large, separate studio spaces, where husband and wife could each work
on their (respective) paintings. The couple also raised fine Arabian horses. So,
for the horses they so loved, two more buildings were built: one a stable, where
the horses would live; the other a large, truss-roofed indoor riding rink, where
the horses could be exercised. Three small cottages were eventually added to
the estate as well.

During their life together, Mr. and Mrs. Kendall were both devoted to art. But
they also shared a deep love of music. Both were musicians, violinists; and
they would sometimes invite guests out to the estate to play chamber music
with them, string quartets.

But because William Kendall was much older than his wife, she survived him
by many years after his death in 1939. And in the later part of her life, Mrs.
Kendall began to give thought to the future of her estate, her beloved home at
Garth Newel. She had no children, and as such no natural heirs. But she
wished that her beloved home, the estate which held such deep value for her,
might somehow live on and give joy to others- perhaps as a center for the arts.
ln seeking to find a form in which to realize this vision, Mrs. Kendall first con-
sidered that the estate might become a center for the fine arts. ln this regard,
she met with several groups of artists, painters, to discuss possibilities. But
somehow, these meetings did not take wing; something about their dynamics
was not quite right. lt was around this period of time (1972) that Mrs. Kendall
was introduced by a mutual friend to Luca and Arlene Di Cecco, chamber mu-
sicians who were both then members of a string quartet.
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Still seeking a form in which her vision of Garth Newel as a center for the arts
might be realized, Mrs. Kendall invited the Di Cecco’s to visit Garth Newel-- to
play some music, to explore some possibilities. Mrs. Kendall was interested in
knowing 'what they might do with the manor house'- in terms of using it as a
center for the performance of music, or for teaching.
Di Cecco s accepted Mrs. KendaIl’s invitation. They came to Garth Newel; and
they brought with them some of their students, who performed a concert for Mrs.
Kendall during that first visit. After that time, the Di Cecco’s were invited back,
not once but many times. They would come to Garth Newel on holidays-- in the
summertime; at Christmas and Thanksgiving; and they would play music for Mrs.
Kendall and her friends. And over this time, a strong bond of friendship and trust
developed, together with a growing clarity of vision of the center for chamber
music which could someday be created at Garth Newel.
For many years, the Di Ceccos and Christine Kendall together planned the future
of Garth Newel. And they shared a ’natural vitality and chemistry which slowly
turned the dream into reality’. ’More than one idea,’ according to a historical
note in a concert brochure by Garth Newel, ’was given birth over an afternoon
tea, an intimate dinner or a fireside chat in Mrs. Kendall’s painting studio.’
And in time the dream did indeed become reality. Upon Mrs. KendalI’s death,
she willed that her estate become the Garth Newel Music Center. Her bequest
included land; buildings to provide concert halls, residences for students and
visiting artists, and practice facilities; personal property; and a small endowment
for the physical maintenance of Garth Newel. And it was Mrs. Kendall’s wish that
her friends Luca and Arlene Di Cecco should serve as the directors ofthe Garth
Newel Music Center, and ’share in the trusteeship of her dream'.
The Di Ceccos represent a direct link between the vision and dream of Christine
Herter Kendall-- the creation of a center for chamber music from her estate at
Garth Newel-- and the reality of the music center today. Together with Mrs.
Kendall, they shared, masterminded, brainstormed the vision; and by the force
of their vitality and industry, slowly they turned the vision into reality.
Today, Mr. and Mrs. Di Cecco serve as the directors of the music center. They
are also members of the center’s resident performing ensemble, the Garth
Newel Chamber players-- Luca plays cello, Arlene violin. As the music center’s
directors, the Di Ceccos, besides performing, also serve to coordinate a wide
range of other activities-- from arranging the details ofthe concert performances;
to coordinating the summer student program at Garth Newel; to arranging pub-
licity for the music center; to overseeing fundraising for Garth Newel's continuing
support. They are extremely talented and dedicated people; and their energy and
devotion to Garth Newel is elemental to the quality which characterizes the en-
tire music center.
The Garth Newel Music Center today is set up as a not—for-profit organization. lt
is supported by endowments and private donations; and its operation is over-
seen by the Board of Directors ofthe Garth Newel Foundation, which was formed
in 1975. The center presents professional chamber music concerts, which are
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open to the public, as well as offering a summer teaching program for the
training of promising young chamber musicians. Christine Herter and William
Kendall both loved line music. And today, thanks to Mrs. KendaIl’s generosity
and her vision toward the future, the estate that was once her home lives on,
now as a center for chamber music.

The buildings of the estate.
The buildings ofthe old estate, in which the music center is now housed, have
been given only minor modification in their conversion to the service of chamber
music. Very much, the buildings-- and the estate in general-- retain their original
character: that of a rustic and pastoral country estate.
There are three main buildings on the meadow: the manor house; the former
’horse rink’ (once used to exercise Arabian horses); and a large barn, which
was the stable. Of these three buildings, two are currently being used for per-
formances of chamber music: the manor house, where concerts are presented
during cold weather; and the ’horse rink’, now called Herter Hall (which is not
heated), where summer performances are given.
The manor house (as seen from the exterior) is a large, plain-looking, three-
story frame house with a rather severe looking facade; topped by a Mansard-
style roof. However, behind this somewhat harsh exterior, the interior of the
building is completely different in character: once inside, the the manor house
has all the charm of a rambling, rustic, country manor.
On the first floor of the manor house, there is a large, rectangular ’great room'
(50’ X 30’), complete with grand piano, tireplace, and exposed ceiling beams
which are made of chestnut wood. lt is in this room that the wintertime chamber
music concerts at Garth Newel are presented: chamber chamber music per-
formed in a ’chamber’-- as the music was originally intended. And adjoining the
living room of the manor house (with a second grand piano) is a lovely library
and music room, which looks out onto a stone patio, and garden.
Private areas of the house are located on the upper floors. Here, besides se-
veral cozy private guest rooms (with tireplaces), there are also two separate
’apartments’ which were maintained as separate living quarters for the two
members ofthe couple who originally lived there, both ofwhom apparently liked
their privacy. Each apartment included a large, two-story studio space for
painting, as both members of the couple were artists. The studio spaces are
large, spacious, well-lighted rooms, whose high gabled ceilings are supported
by wooden scissors trusses.
The ’horse rink’ (now called Herter Hall) is a sort of barn-like building that was
once used for exercising horses in wintertime and in inclement weather; it is in
this building that the summertime chamber concerts at Garth Newel are given.
The form of this building is different from that of a barn in that it has a simple,
low-pitched gable roof, which is supported by wooden trusses. The use of
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trusses for the roof structure of this building allowed there to be a large, open
floor area in which the horses could be run, without intervening columns to get
in the way.
The remaining buildings ofthe old estate- besides the manor house and Herter
Hall-- include the barn (which was originally used as a stable), and several
small cottages. These are simple and typical frame buildings, with wooden sid-
ing. And they are, (like all the buildings of the old estate), painted white.

The current music center's activities.

Currently, the music center at Garth Newel serves two functions. Its primary
role, and the one most apparent to the general public, is of course the per-
formance of chamber music: the presentation of concerts. But the music center
also presents a summer program ofstudies, for the teaching of promising young
chamber musicians-- the 'Summer Chamber Music Fellowship at Garth Newel'.
Each summer, a few talented young musicians come to Garth Newel to study the
art of classical musicianship. About twenty students, between the ages offilteen
and twenty-three, are accepted to participate in the program, which lasts about
a month. During that time, the students and faculty live together, eat together,
study together, and even share the chores-- like a big family with its concious-
ness centered on music. They study music, both on their individual instruments,
and in the art of ensemble playing. They exchange ideas. They present concert
of the works they have studied and prepared. And so the total experience of the
program, a constant interaction between faculty and students living and working
together, presents ’a

unique opportunity for all participants to exchange a broad
range of musical ideas, concepts and experience'.
So with this unique summer program, the music center-- besides its presenta-
tion of professional performances-- also serves the important role of training the
promising young musicians who may, (partly from the beneüt ofthis exceptional
experience) go on to become the great performing artists ofthe future.
But the primary role of Garth Newel is its presentation of concerts. The chamber
music performances at Garth Newel are mostly presented in the summertime,
in Sunday afternoon concert series. These concerts are usually presented in the
rustic, truss-roofed building called Herter Hall. As well, sometimes a fall concert
series is offered, for which, if the weather has turned cool, performances are
presented in the manor house. And occasionally, evening concerts are offered-
sometimes in combination with gourmet dinners-- presented in the great room
of the manor house.
The combination of the beautiful site at Garth Newel; the rustic simplicity of the
buildings ofthe estate; and the great depth and beauty ofthe music performed;
seem to work together synergistically to create quite an exceptional ambience
which-- at the same time induces a feeling of serenity and also seems to
heighten the awareness of one’s senses. The site’s beauty is powerful. And
because of its relative remoteness, the site also enjoys a near absence of the
'extraneous sounds of contemporary Iife.'
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lt is somehow surprising to be able to hear so much quiet, with only the sounds
of the wind, the crickets, the birds.
Many concertgoers drive several hours to attend concerts at Garth Newel. And
once arrived, they pause (before or after concerts) to enjoy the beauty and
tranquility of the setting-- to stroll about the grounds, to climb to the top of the
grassy meadow, to gaze at the view of the mountains, or perhaps to venture for
a short exploration into the forest. lt is into this setting, then, that the music is
played-- spilling out of the rustic buildings, to waft across the meadow on the
mountain breeze.
The performing chamber ensembles vary in format, according to the compos-
itions to be performed-- trios, string quartets, quintets; an occasional sextet. And
the performing ensembles feature various combinations of instruments-- again
according to the compositions-- which may include violin, viola, cello, piano,
harpsichord, clarinet, bass, and fiute. The music is performed by the members
of the resident ensemble, ’The Garth Newel Chamber Players’, as well as by
an impressive array of visiting artists. And the works included on concert pro-
grams are chosen from a rich and varied musical heritage, from a wide range
of composers, styles and periods—— from Corelli and Telemann to Ravel and
Fauré; from Beethoven and Brahms to Stravinsky and Shostakovich; from
Boccherini to Bach; from Mendelssohn to Mozart. Always, the music is well
done, performed with energy and sensitivity.
When the concert ends, the audience is once again treated—- this time, to
partake of tea and homemade cookies, while they have a chance to chat in-
formally with the members ofthe performing ensemble. lt is this rare combina-
tion of mountain scenery, musical excellence, and down-home hospitality which
distinguishes Garth Newel, and makes it such an exceptional center for the arts.
Garth Newel is special and unique as a center for the performance of chamber
music, in several ways. lt is special because of its setting-- in the buildings of
the estate, on a lovely mountain meadow. Garth Newel is also special not only
for the fine music it offers, but also because it is such a surprise to discover the
every existence of this center for chamber music, located high in the Alleghany
mountains, so far from major urban population centers. And because its location
is remote, the presence of Garth Newel plays an important role in making
available live performances of musical excellence to the people who live in the
entire region surrounding it-- serving people from a multitude ofsmall cities and
rural areas who, were it not for Garth Newel, would have little opportunity to
experience first hand the high quality of musical performance (and learning)
which Garth Newel provides so well.
It is based on the study of the site and the estate at Garth Newel that the design
for a (new) center for chamber music, the subject of this thesis, must begin.
In order to relate the new design to that of quality which is part of the existing
estate, it is necessary to understand the new building’s site, as well as the ar-
chitectural context provided by the existing buildings on the site. These existing
buildings, which define the context, are buildings of the music center- the
buildings of the old estate.
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site, the question now arises: how exactly shall the design for the new building relate to the · ; J ·€‘ ‘ M
buildings of the existing context. _ ·· ‘ . ‘ °

lt would be inappropriate, certainly, simply to design the new building in imitation of the style of .;+!.._ P
Ä Q‘the

older buildings; as the new building is in many respects different from the old. lt is to be a Z _ ._,___ Y "‘·>·
¢· *~·

”buildingfor music, a building specifically created to house performances. lt is thus to be a public _ >·i‘?’·5g,„ ,
-

.._,,„...„22-eis-#<?22‘
building, larger than those which heretofore exist on the site. And it is to be built (theoretically,_at

least) in our time, and is thus decades younger than its closest neighbors, the buildings now ,„;,.,°ii...ä.,4„,,Q:§§,Ü~¥~°%i*;;¤
_existingon the site. ._-·

·· .·-,w·'·„„ -•„;;—~”‘ 27* ·~,; 2 »• . ,..„.,1,\~ - . « ~
l . I ‘ I · · '

_' J,}. vr A
T, «,1,„ . .

Rather than to imitate the style of the existing buildings, then, the new building must find an al- *'
M:ternative,and more fundamental way in which to relate to the conte><t. To accomplish this, the 2—— .
Znewbuildin will form a relationshl not with the t l fth x t buildin s but rathe th X, _, P "*’____"°° ' ' ' ' s e o e e is in ' ' r wi ‘2;.»=.

‘”'·<
€.:« V:

their basic structural ’fabric’-- relating to elements of material and structure taken from the con- °* ;*»¢?.§§;§¥
text of the old, and then transforming these elements, to use in a new form in the new building. jgg;-,§2?T’*°g.,—-;;— .. ¢·?= .;j€I1Ü.6*"= Ca.
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Elements from the context-- post-and-beam/ trusswork! and stone.

a.„; ..6 - Z.
,·Thewarm, rustic quality of the existing buildings IS largely due to their simplicity and to their 1use of natural materials, wood and stone. The photographs on this page show how these gs ,*¤„,g;.gf ' 9,‘f—5=*‘§materials,wood and stone, have been used as elements ot structure in the buildings ot the ~sj’;-I^Z.fj€Lj;A;’« *,1,; Z ·
context-- wood has been used in post-and beam—traming, and in wooden trusswork; and stone g‘7Z‘jj.g§g;j_—g;$_A__jZ;;‘iQ,__.AA;:;j*_Q.i*·??>.A . ·Z _»
has been used in the form of stone retaining walls. 1-%* — . ‘ 9.A‘AA, Tg »

g , 9_A,·AT _’ Z.The structure of the wooden buildings of the conte><t is primarily post-and—beam, with wooden _ Q ;.„ ge :A?_ ;.
trusses used to torm the root structures. The structure of the post-and-beam system used in ” ‘ ‘ ’ Z ’
the context, can be seen in the exposed timbers which have been used for ceiling joists in the
living room of the manor house (photograph at top), Wooden trusswork has been used,
meanwhile, for the root structures. Exposed wooden trusses form the root structure over the g _ ·
wide-open interior space inside Herter l-lall (photo at bottom); and wooden trusses are also *<—
used on the upper level otthe manor house-- where exposed wooden scissors trusses support °‘“‘

~ _ _ _ _ A _ a- Q _;._the root over the lofty two-story studio spaces (see photographs next page). — 9 — . Q ‘
jj

Besides these elements made ot wood, another natural material-- rough cut stone-- has also . , - . Z ^„__"°'..-a. . . . x • s 1; 1 ./been used in and around the buildings of the context. The use of stonework on the site can .1 A . gas.be found, for example, in the form of the shallow stone retaining wall just outside the barn gifs! ‘ ‘AAAA A_ A gt =~
(photo at center); this rough stone (retaining) wall has been used to terrace otfa portion otthe
éslopewhich lies between the barn, and Herter Hall (which lies further up the hill).

-
X "***" t

These materials and these elements of structure, then, torm the basic structural ’fabric’ from _ Am g a ;_ g·whichthe existing buildings have been made. Thus, the use of these materials (wood and Z Z —. V ‘*€1;;*".L.·i..;;*'
‘ ·=’;t

„ \Y°' ‘
· Q -. M, "·; ;·~l·‘ >~ ·~ I

‘ , 'A q |_ J), ’” '~"V”_stone) and of these elements ot structure (post-and beam framing, the truss, the stone re- ¤·¤•=— 9 »„«••• gtiümä ge —»•&•m,.„„„„i„·¤ ,. ‘S!"‘«» ,,,.·»;·;·t,,,,;·¢<··{€<¢t§-'·
· · · · · · · · H¥w.•u•w•• |•··zlir:1=ii ’

••rir~ii1‘¤# ”‘“;‘*?‘i""""
lt “"-Y’—"’l"”$taining wall) in the design ot the new building, forms a strong bond relating the new building l,1···¤t·==¤•· 1•¤=«r=;l·=¤• 1l•¤—•.·••_g·• ~·>»e.· ‘ ‘§";ijß‘ß°t}«„€‘?··”,§f‘•»A..LQl}i¤l£Z -*Y1. . . . . . . . . . . .|«tothose of the existing context-- without directly tmitatlng the existing buildings in style. The *·· · · ""'”"‘ =·~ ·· ·

lmaterials and elements of structure ’taken’ (conceptually) from the old buildings to use in the Ünew are shown in the photographs on the pages which follow.
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,_,A,Woodenelements.

The wooden elements gleaned from the existing conte><t (to build upon in the design for the new*11.A.building)are the system of post-and-beam framing, and the element of the wood truss. Wooden , ,
1Atrusses,as used in the buildings of the context, are shown in the photographs at right: the scissors · ‘ , *‘
*T“trussesshown (photos at top and bottom) are taken from the upper level (two-story) studio spaces in .· Q 1 . , ,
ijthemanor house; and the center photo shows the wood trusses which form the roof over Herter Hall. . A, A A . ‘

Q ' AThe language ofthe truss, taken from these origins in the context, has also been adopted to use in the ,_A 51**
(designof the new building, but in a modified, ’transformed’ form. ln the new building, a truss—like
*structurewith a large clear span and a curvilinear form was needed as the roof structure for the new A _.AAA
·auditorium.To design such a structure, the language of the truss (which is a form of two dimensions) Ä; . ’
1wastranslated into the language of the space frame (a truss-like spanning system which has been A AAA..... ,
,;expandedinto three dimensions). The use of this wooden space frame (instead of using trusses) also FQ ··· Ä, ‘— A < 5 ,115
,,madeit possible to articulate the form of the (space frame) structure along a curved grid, to reinforce , A ,;and

complement the curved plan of the theater’s seating arrangement. . ..45%. ‘ ri *
The language of post-and-beam framing, which forms the main structure of both the manor house and A A, —··~.
A‘HerterHall in the c0nte><t, has also been used in the new design, where it comprises the primary - ‘ Ä-. . istructural system used to enclose the space of the new theater building.
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Elements of stone.
AVVVIVV- *‘

·-Natural,rough cut stone has been used on the site (in the context) in the form ofshallow stone {E.?-@”?V;;.At;I_,I—· 4 - 4 ‘ -5}; s;
I ‘· J

retaining walls (photos at right). -· V V . V IV- sg- II..,_.AA•
A-A A A AA IV AA JA ‘~ ‘I AL AAIAAI„

The material of stone and the language of the stone wall are to be used in the design for the 4 4‘ „ Q ·, =....V.:.tV·~
new building complex in several different ways, in several places. The amphitheater, first of .1 ‘ __I ,. „,.;,,VV-.__,
4all,will be built of stone-- its form composed of shallow. curved landings (paved with cut A "-444 AA

‘
‘.stone),which are set into a hollow in the hillside. Secondly, there is the element of the wa/I. V VVVV .V V .

5 V V4 x» ,„, .V .‘2.~—·.«»·__VV-"
’·*=,..

Starting from the amphitheater (ln the new design), begins a shallow stone garden wall which , WI ,A,I_,,I«V:i;I „ Ö-
AArunsup the hillside (eventually becoming a massive stone bearing wall, a major part of V · V A *sV;V=;A:¤·-4*-*-’ ”

building’s structure). The wall is extremely important in the new building, where it forms the —' V
·centralaxis around which the entire building complex is organized. V V. „V~··

4
V ‘*-.

And Iastly, there are three grassy terraces (in the new design), which lie between
theamphitheater,and the new theater building (uphill); the edges of these grassy terraces are -,¢V‘V-«. ¥‘·=" ‘ ‘"f.'

A QV,
bounded by shallow retaining walls which are built of stone-- terracing off these areas of the IV,. . V I I, ( I - . -4, "

. . . . . . «•<~ „,V · - ß V · VV . *
hillside (making them a part of the building complex), and separating the terraces from the V .

. • Ö" _ _ , _‘zI V,remainder of the meadow. •— · ‘· "‘ V ‘ *16
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The site-- (an introduction).

The site is a beautiful mountain meadow-- situated high on the mountain
slope, commanding a spectacular view of the valley and the mountains be-
yond. The meadow is nearly surrounded by forest, which frames the meadow,
deflnes the meadow's boundaries. But along the lower edge of the meadow,
the clearing narrows but remains open-- and from here, the clearing winds and
cascades its way down the mountalnside, all the way to the valley floor.
The forest meanwhile, also runs down the mountalnside, (dellning the clear-
ing’s edge). But it is the clearing in the forest-- winding down the mountain
slope-— which serves to open up the forest to reveal the view (ofthe valley and
the mountains beyond), which is so lovely from the upper meadow. So while
it is the clearing in the forest which opens up the view, the forest in turn,
(which limits the clearing) serves to ’frame’ the view which has been created.

The two parts ofthe site, forest and meadow, (both of great importance to the
richness of the site as a whole), are quite different in character. They are, in
fact, almost opposites in several respects. The meadow is light, breezy,
wide-open in character. From the openness of the meadow, your gaze is
drawn far away-- to the sky, to the valley, to the distant mountains. The
ambience inside the forest, on the other hand, is more one of closure. inside
the forest, the ambience is quiet, sheltered; the quality of light here is muted,
filtered, indirect. Here, your view is limited in distance, so your attention is
drawn to study things closer at hand.
Because of the contrast in their characters, the juxtaposition of the forest be-
side the meadow seems to actually intensify the quality of ’openness’ which
gives the meadow space such a powerful presence. The ’open’ nature of the
meadow. together with the impact of its long, lovely view, somehow seems to
give the meadow an aura of inllniteness, a quality ol limitlessness. And it is
this quality of ’openness’ ofthis lovely, unspoiled meadow (and its view) which
makes the site such an exceptional place.
Because of the exceptional beauty ofthe site and its view, it was considered
of primary importance and concern that the design for the new theater and
amphitheater be very carefully and sensitively integrated into the existing
site-- to enable the new building to take advantage ofthe beauty ofthe site and
the view, without diminishing the quality of the site by its addition. Thus, it was
determined early on to attempt to preserve as much as possible the wide-open
quality ofthe site, and to leave the meadow (as much as possible) undisturbed
by the new building. lvloreover, the new design was to grow from the contours
of the existing site; to take advantage of the view; and to be placed on the site
in such a way that it might relate to (and draw from) both the meadow portion
of the site and the forest as well.

The site, the view, and the partie for the design of the new building, are de-
scribed and illustrated on the pages to follow.
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Site modell Site overview.

The site model gives an overview of the features ofthe land surrounding the actual building site. The land is steeply
sloped. lt lies on the Northwest face of a mountain ridge, Warm springs Mountain. The top ofthe mountain can be seen
at the far upper right ofthe topo model; a valley, which lies at the base of the mountain, can be seen at the lower left
corner of the topo. So, the site is situated just about midway between the base of the mountain and its peak.

The model was built at a scale of 1:200, based on the information from a UASAGASA topographic map; each contour shown
on the model represents a contour drop of twenty feet.

The main road to the site (seen running roughly from left to right) is a two—lane UASA highway; from the main road, a
winding gravel drive Ieads up the hill to the actual site. The dashed lines (enclosing a rectangular area) show the ap-
proximate boundaries ofthe property.
Forest areas are shown on the model by grey shadingA while the lighter-shaded areas indicate meadows. The new
building’s site is located on the upper edge of a meadow, (just above the end ofthe gravel drive), within a large clearing
in the forest. lt is, on one hand sheltered on three sides by the forest; yet it is treated to a long lovely view through the
clearing, down the side of the mountain.

scale: li...._..._.....l 2000 feet.
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Site Section. The site section dnd pldn indicote QD overview of the siting of the thedter building on the mountdinside, dnd of the view from the site.
On the plon drcwing, shoding designdtes wooded dreds while the unshdded dreds indicdte meodows. The site dred itself, (vignetted in the drdwing)
is locdted dt the edge of ct meddow, surrounded on three sides by forest. But on the fourth side, the meddow extends into d long, open cleoring which -
winds down the mountdinside dll the woy to the vdlley floorbelow.4

- This opening of the forest (by the cleoring) revedls dnd frdmes d bedutiful view from the site, dllowing you to see down the mountdinside to the vdlley,
_ dnd then post the vdlley floor to the mountdins beyond. The linedrity of the long cledring olso suggests dn oxis, running the some direction ds the

section cut which is shown on the pldn. This dxis is significont in the development of the building pdrtie. The doshed line shows the moin public rodd
(o two-ldne U.S. highwoy) through the vdlley.
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§— . .(1) the site. (2) the amphitheater. (3) the garden wall. (4) the walkway. (5) the theater space.
_ (6) the theater building, linked by the garden wall and terraces to the amphitheater.

1

Development of the partie.

The partie was designed to tit in a close and harmonious relationship with the site. Elements which
are key to the design of the partie are those diagrammed above. A description of the development
ofthe partie (shown here) is given on the following page.
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Development of the partie. (see the diagram, preceding page)

(1) The design begins with a natural hollow in the landform, high on ‘*
a hillside. This place, situated high in the meadow. commands a ‘f
spectacular view down the mountainside. Here, a low—prolile stone
amphitheater with a curved seating plan is set into the natural con-
tours of the earth. ln this outdoor amphitheater, Iisteners would at-
tend concerts in the fragrant open-air; and as they Iistened to the
music being performed, they would view the beauty ofthe mountains
as a backdrop beyond the performers on stage.
The long clearing which winds down the mountainside (opening up
;¢;‘-=thisview) suggests an axis which runs along the direction of the Q?
clearing, and also shows the direction of the view (1).

/‘

(2) The amphitheater designed for this special place is to be built
close to the earth, within this hollow on the meadow. lt is to be
paved of natural stone.
(3) Running up the hill from the amphitheater, along the axis of the

‘ xy
’

clearing and the view, a garden wall is built. The wall, like the \ i"
amphitheater, is made of natural stone and is to be built close to the

‘

earth, friendly to human scale. The garden wall serves both as a \
transition and a connecting link between the amphitheater (in the

‘
meadow) and the theater building uphill, (located at the boundary \
between the meadow and the forest). \

\
(4) The wall begins along the North side of the amphitheater, and climbs uphill.

‘
\Alongside the wall runs a path, a series of steps which start at the amphitheater

~andlead up the slope. ~
__ /

(5) The garden wall (with the path which runs beside it) leads to the theater space.
Located uphill from the amphitheater, the theater building is sited close to the
junction between the forest and the meadow. The theater space, itself, is locatedon the more introspective ’forest’ side of the wall. ‘
To get to the theater from the path, you must actually walk through an opening in the wall-· which allows you

"

‘
to experience once again the central importance of the wall in the design. (The dashed line (5) shows a stone ‘
footpath which starts at the rear theater entrance and leads to an opening in the garden wall from which you may I (
enter the amphitheater.) I I
(6) Other functional areas included in the theater building are fit around the central theater space. (The theater ' l
building is shown with a bold outline). Where the garden wall meets the theater building, it changes its character 1
(becoming taller and more massive) to become a bearing wall, a part of the building structure. The wall runs 1 [
through the building as a bearing wall, but then leaves the building once again, changing back to a garden wall “ ;and finally coming to an end. The path from the amphitheater continues to run alongside the wall (now inside the
building), forming one of the building’s main circulation corridors. [

1lnbetween the building and the amphitheater are three grassy terraces, lying between the wall on one side and /the open meadow on the other. These grassy terraces, defined by shallow stone retaining walls, are a sort of /transition between the ’built’ and the ’unbuiIt’, since they are formed ofthe earth, itself. The terraces are a part ,
of the meadow which have been tamed to be a part of the music complex. They provide an informal place where /
concertgoers may listen to a concert and enjoy the view while reclining on the grass with a bottle of fine wine. /

’
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Placement of the new building on the site.

Because the meadow site for the new building is such a beau· ·
tiful and sensitive site, it was important that the new building
be placed on the site also in a sensitive way: to take advantage (__of the Tlatufai beauty of the site without disrupting its naturalßharmony.So the decision as to the exact placement of the new
building on the site was approached carefully, keeping in mind (
three priorities related to the site and the context. Theseobjec—tives

we re: Wg.; Ü

¤ to place the building high on the hillside, so that it might .( zvoor
enjoy the spectacular view down the mountain slope; . . ,_‘'· 1.(T¤

to situate the building in a way harmonious with preserving g
the natural beauty of the meadow; and:‘f1°¤
to place the new building on the site in a mannerconsist-ent

with the way the existing buildings (ofthe context) have
”’beenplaced on the site. ·· ‘
.1’Becausethe great beauty of the site is largely due to the wide- ‘Veet
"open,natural, undisturbed quality of the meadow, it seemed ‘

2650,evident that, while placing a new building on the site, the quality V ·..ofthemeadow must somehow be left intact, left undisturbed
asmuchas possible. But at the same time, the sensitive placement » l

1;of the building on or near the meadow would give the new ’=Q?fl
building visual access to the meadow’s special beauty. 1 ,,,-.,,.t,.I;Üf¥ÜÄj,;‘?{ÜSo

it was desired to find a site for the building located some- :
...whereon or near the upper meadow. The site should be situ- ‘ _i’( ,1
""*·atedhigh on the hillside, facing in the direction of the long tl ·. j _
(_(—*clearingwhich runs down the slope (in order to best take ad- ii 1 Ü.(vantageof the view). And lastly, the natural topography of the · . ‘_1j.Ü.Va *5°°'site must allow the new building placed on the site to blend in 1 (5-1;;; ä-;«.i1j·j1"ÄQfacefully with the natural contours of the |and_
VHighon the meadow, facing down the clearing, such a spot was J’found:a place at which to begin. Here, provided by the natural ’ ; ‘*'
contours of the landform, was a natural ’hollow’ in the hillside, ,. _
VhighOn the slope, facing the view-- a place where a small » 'H _ ” _. i " , ii?
curved amphitheater could be gently nestled into the natural ._ -. ° Ü {
contours of the hillside, On this spot, the shallow, curved (·.. ( _ V Ü l.
landings of the amphitheater (low in profile) would blend in with,6the

natural flow of the land; and at the same time, because of
its prime location (near the top of the clearing), the
newamphitheaterwould be perfectly poised for capturing a magnif- The site (before the new building). ® o soo 600”

· icent view down the mountainside.
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Placement of the new building on the site continued.

From the amphitheater, the remainder ofthe music complex lies
uphill, between the amphitheater and the edge of the forest
(shaded). The grassy terraces, which lie just uphill from theamllhitheater (between the amphitheater and the theater build- Q. _ ....
ing) are, like the amphitheater, low in profile, built into the earth. ‘
And the theater building is located just uphill from the terraces, (
located at the edge of the forest. ·l
The amphitheater and terraces lie within the clearing of the up- · _ .
per meadow, (located off to one side). But although these ele- ‘ 2700’
ments are located on the meadow, because they are built into Ä‘the

earth, their presence does not diminish the wide-openqual-ity
of the upper meadow: they are not an intrusion upon the Q ___,_

meadow; rather, they become part of the meadow’s veryfabric.Likea bas relief sculpture, built into the ground, they become a Ä IQ
Ä·partof the meadow’s surface.
_Thefinal part of the music center complex, the theater building ( Ä‘ ‘

Ä ’
is placed at the n^¤adow’s edge (just above the grassy terraces); . (
’itlies at the boandary between the meadow and the forest, 5_ ‘
·pushingslightly into the forest. At this junction, the building may " _ 265°Ä
be privy to two very different worlds: that of the forest as well

Ä {·,,.Q- -_3Q.·..as
that of the meadow. The theater building, unlike the amphi- ‘ Q
-theaterand the terraces (which are built into the earth) is the Ä
(onepart of the new structure which has height and mass. Be- ’
2,Ähcauseof this, in order to minimize its intrusion upon the .Q”Q_ Ä
Qmeadow,it is particularly important that the building be located fÄ.,_,atthe meadow’s edge. Located at the edge of the clearing,theheight

of the building is merely a step up (from the meadow)
Ä·towardthe height of the trees in the adjacent forest. And so Ä . 2 -<=—-¢*7- ·‘·° *-‘·.···.-.—..·—«—2.;. .·2‘-‘-
·‘whilethe building sited here (at the edge of the meadow) may fjiä

fÄ•‘
7 2600’

enjoy a long view all the way across the meadow, may enjoy the ~Ämostbeautiful part ofthe site and the view, still the meadow has
(beenleft mostly undisturbed; and the building’s impact upon
5,(disturbing)the site is minimal. Q . Q Q '· ,·-

<
- 7-

The placement of the building at the edge of the clearing is also - 'Q
Ä“Äconsistentwith the way each ofthe other (existing) buildings has g Q Ä;}. QÄ ‘
°beenplaced on the site; the meadow is left open, while the Ä ,5 - . Ä
Ybuildings(which form the context) have been grouped around -7 [Ä
(^themeadow’s edge. The existing buildings shown are: (1) the

_Q,Q Q -~ ij§.g,,,,
.manorhouse, (2) two small cottages, (3) a barn, and (4) a horse Ä Ä Ä 7
rink (Herter Hall). Forest areas on the drawing are shown _ _ _ _
_shaded.Note that the axis of the new building (defined by the The She (lneludlng the new building)- ® 0 300 000’‘ QÄ garden wall) is oriented upon the axis suggested by the direc-
tion of the view; the direction down the clearing.
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The site plan.

The site plan drawing (next page) shows the theater and amphitheater
as they relate into the larger context of the site as a whole.

The natural features most important to the site are the steepness of
the mountain siope (indicated by the contour lines), and the ’framing’
of the building site on the meadow by the forest which surrounds it on
three sides. As in previous drawings, the shading denotes wooded
areas ofthe site; and the unshaded areas are part ofthe meadow. The
characters of these two areas both contribute to the character of the
building site.
The meadow is light and open; it catches the sunlight and the breezes;
it opens up the view; it is easy to traverse, as it has been tamed in
having been made a clearing. So, while it is made ofthe natural earth,
of grasses and wildflowers, it is in a way man-made: it is land that has
been cleared, and without continuing to be mowed, this clearing would
soon be reclaimed by the forest.
The character of the forest is in contrast to that of the meadow. Here,
fall trees filter the sunlight that shines onto the treetops, so the light
that finally peeks through is muted in its quality. The breezes which
whirl so freely through the meadow are bufiered, here, by the forest.
And the trees also limit your view-- so your attention is kept close at
hand, instead of being coaxed to admire a distant vista. There is a‘ feeling of quiet here, a feeling of shelter.
The theater building is placed at the edge of the clearing. ln this way,
it can enjoy the contrasting ambiences of both the forest and the
clearing; and because it is placed off to the side (of the meadow), it
leaves almost entirely intact the somehow vast-feeling 'openness’ of
the clearing which makes this meadow such a special place.
The existing estate buildings are shown in the lower portion of the
drawing; they also were built at the edge of the clearing. The dotted
lines show the access road to the buildings on the site. The road to the
the theater building starts as a fork off the road leading to the manor
house. This fork was originally just a ’spur’ off the main road, which
came to a dead end near the edge ofthe forest-- just above Herter Hall
(see site drawing). (On the site plan drawing, the place where this spur
came to an end occurs approximately where the edge of the forest
intersects with contour 2650.) To form the approach road to the
amphltheater, the theater building and their parking area, the short
road was extended. (continued)
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The site plan, continued. The site plan. _
The new road Ieads up the hillside,initiallystaying

relatively close to the edge ol the
_/clearing.But as it moves up the hill, the roadmomentarily turns in toward the meadow; _ _ Ä _ Qthis slight turn was included in orderto direct _ _— Q,Q _Ä__~.Ä_ 1 Q 1 · _Q _1 __»I _ Qyour view (on your approach towardtheÄbuilding)tewatd twe thtn9e¢ (tl an bverview Q
ei the ntead<>wÄ sbrrbbnded bv tbreat. and (2) 1 in P S Y Ü '
a nner mst gnmpse er ine ampnnneater and Ä — *

. I 2750 1 1, _ ·the Qatden Wett leedthg Up the httti Yettt tttet ‘ 1 ·Ä L Ä.introduction to the music center. . Ä_Ä_;<,=.¢; Q Ä Ä-.Q·.‘ . *QQ ÄQ ‘*QQTheroad then turns into the forest, skirts Q
Qaroundthe nlttete eenter hlittdln9· and then 1 Ä. L~Q·Q . 1re·ernerQeS high en the upper edge et theQÄ1Ä.nteedewtb lead tb the Dalldng efea- The read Ä 1 TYZÄÄTT1isrouted thus through the forest so as to 1·_ 1 _avbid lettlng the read itln UP the eenter et the Ä *
meadow. As it is, the wide—open quality ol the -_ f;.1};}Ä§Q‘

'

Q· Ä *
nteadew ie leit inO$tlY intaet ÄParking is located high on the meadow in a mo Ä ;Ä1.‘Q1ÖÄ$§Ä°tÄÄ.tIj·;Q.‘.·1Single dOUt)le·lOaded rbw whieh lellewe the Q QÄhehenaturalcontours of the land. The only change
Qwhichwas imposed on the existing contou rs f *Qrg
_)wasmade on the upper meadow just below _‘··Ä._QQ=therow of parking. Here (between the row of _.parkingand the ’retu rn' loop of the road)theslopehas been steepened to form a grassy _ Q
Q·earthbe rnt: this berin. thebgh net verv high. .5 ;l1 1 Qi
is just steep enough to block any view from Q- Qthe lewer nieadew— the arnbhitheaten er the 1;·Ät1 äü1theaterbtiilrline et the eare barkerl en the L11- Ä r1
Qntearlew-The barkind ie thne ieelatert ireni 1 ‘
"'eW1 'h'h'h"Z'"e 'te ""heet Uheh the heetttt,....,,.,etthe htee‘teW· ee -- ·ÄÄ.:- rse·¤——«·.... 1tl I 61Whenveil arrive at the parking area. and be- Qt ·gin the Shert walk frdrn the parking areaÄÄQÄÄ QÄ
.1(acrossthe upper meadow) to the theater or

Ä1 t} ·
Ä._,_‘··~\

·~I.,__Q=Q Ä 1 1
the amphitheate r, you are greeted by
aspectacularview (down the meadow) of
thevalleyand the mountains beyond. And this —e
Ü,}Santelbvelv view ie the laet thing vbb See ae , ..—I ;11rvbb

drive but el the parking area beginning ..Q,. . ,iyourdrive home. The road thru the parking 2600 ffÜi QQ .Q
area lernte a bne-wav leeb; the lower ’return'

~
QÄÄÄ ‘ÄQQQQQ Q QQQQ Q

Eibbpbi this rbad ie plaeed te ea btbre theviewiervert ene rnere tinte ae veti beein tertriveiiite leave veii with One nnal Sweet teste TQQ·
1Q Ä— , _1 Ä

Q.Thesite plan. The new building is located (on its . IQ IQ ·_
<Steeb/v S/eped Site). at the betindarv between the _ .QÄ~Q ÄQ.Qhteedewehtt the iereetieherieril··leav1ne the wtde 1 V 1 Q \gxpgngg Of [hg mOgdOw mO$[/yundy$[urbgd_:1 Ä - ·
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Organization of the building



Organization of the theater building.

The organization of the theater building functionally (to design
the plan) was based on three parameters: (1) satisfying the
program requirements for the building, (2) providing a clear
circulation pattern, and (3) keeping separate the public and
private areas of the building.

Briefly, the program requirements for the theater building can
be summarized as follows.

Program requirements for the theater building.

¤ A theater for the performance of chamber music.
• A clear circulation pattern.

· Public spaces:

. i . —a l¤bbv tt¤.nt¤¢-.th¢at€·r>
-reception areas
-pubIic rest rooms

¤ Private areas of the building:
-backstage area
-green room
—private rest room and kitchenette

—musical instrument storage
-a recording studio
—and office! administrative space.

The organization of the building is presented in greater detail
on the pages which follow; including: a more detailed state-
ment of the program; two diagrams, (1) ’public and private
areas’, and (2) ’the entrances and circulation’; and (linally) the
plan drawings, along with a description of each of the spaces
which is included in the plan.
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lPublicAreas Private Areas Shared Space

Publicl Private. The building is (2) Private space. Private areas (3) Shared space. The auditorium,divided into public and private are physically separated from the at the heart of the building, iszones, to separate areas used by public areas, located in an entirely shared space: an interface wherethe performers (before and after separate wing ofthe building. the public and the private meet.performances) from intrusion by _ _ _ Here through the music, inter-the activities ofthe public. The pV'Vete ateee ef the bhhdlhg preted and performed by the con-lf1ClUd€ these spaces: the back' Cert artists, the may enterSpaCe. Areas of the stage area; the green room suite; into the ’priVate’ Worid Qf the per-building which are to used by the a room providing space fer storage forrners; and tho oorformorsy mpublic include: the theater lobby, of musical instruments; a record- h„h_ omorgo mto tho World ofthethe reception area, and the public ing studio, (remote from the thea- publtcz to find an audience whhrest rooms. ter); and a private exterior porch. whom to Share thoh- an
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Program for the music center building:

The program for the theater building includes, in addition to the theater
itself: public spaces such as lobbies and reception areas; private areas
to be used by performers and theater administrators; and other areas
needed to support the various technical activities required for the music
center’s operation. The main requirements for the program of the theater
building are as follows:

A theater for chamber music
The theater must possess excellent acoustics and lines of sight, and
it should provide seating for approximately 200 people,
in an ambience of warmth and intimacy.
The stage area must be able to accommodate a large chamber en-
semble (of up to ten players and their instruments), and

the backstage area of the theater must provide adequate space for
temporary instrument storage and concert preparatlon activities.

A greenroom suite for the performers ·
The green room suite is to include the- traditional ’green room'
(where performers relax and warm up before performances), as well
as a kitchenette and a private bathroom.
The location of the green room area must provide privacy for the
performers (from public areas ofthe building),

and it must also provide the performers with close, private access to
the backstage area.

Public spaces
must be provided for the enjoyment of theatergoers before and after
performances, and during intermissions. These areas would include:
lobby space,

a reception area, and of course

public rest rooms.

Other areas which are required (related to various concert-support activ-
ities) include:
an instrument storage room
a remote recording studio
practice rooms
and a small suite containing oftices, administrative space, and a
conference room.
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THE PLAN: first floor.

lxlii-'''' T"1 Th d't'eGU I OI'lUfTl I2. The backsta e area -——-. .-AQ llll II
3. The green room . ¤ - ¤,04.

Private bathroom3,/"5.
Private exterior porch I

6. Private kitchenette - I I3. ,::3; ,
7. Remote recordingstudio8.

Instrument storage area ____ t ,.,

9. Storage space for " .—— ————L

10. The main lobby Ü Ü11. The South lobby .___ _______<*“@ rmion :tt llIllIIlll|||||lI
12. Rest rooms (public)

E
7/.r/ :*61

13. Foyer /’ ,3 3
14. The space beside the wall .
”I20.An exterior porch (public) ,»‘

‘Drawingnotes: The drawing areas
oflight-coloredstippling indicate areas
·whichare exterior to the building I
·(porches,steps, walkways); the darker
_stipplingshows the wall. Short areas ’
Äofdashed lines ( „---—« r~··« I-----, ) denote _ t . T
·,clerestorywindows, which lie above the
7cutof the plan drawing. Clerestory _i
¤.windowsoccur on the Southeast wall 7 I I ägäää
of the building, in the lobby areas. ln .
.addition,there are ’interior’ clerestoryIwindows,between the green roomandthe

adjacent skylighted corridor (which
°hasa higher ceiling) which letdaylightin

through the 'InSIde' Wall of thegreen35



THE PLAN: upper level. I1

13. Foyer (a 2-story space)L,.
#9 _„_ Ä L I14. The space beside the wall 1 c *‘ ‘ .(a 2—story space) I

15. Second floor corridor /,„//’I(likea mezzanine) Ä I
16. Reception area /1*/

I Ifor the oftices
x’ ;————————.

I7l 117. Two small ofüces
I I

18. A conference room /1

~19.A practice room I

1Illllllllllllllll
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”’,%:ä§}
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The plan for the theater building.
There are several types of functional areas provided for by the program for the
theater building: the concert auditorium itself, as well as public and private
areas related to the attendance of and presentation of the musical perform-
ances. Public areas include lobby space, reception areas, and rest rooms. The
private areas, provided for performers, concert directors, and technical per-
sonnel, serve to support various activities related to the presentation of the
concerts.
The character and the use of the various rooms and spaces in the theater
building are described in the paragraphs following. The numbers included in
the descriptions designate the rooms’ locations as they are indexed on the
plan drawings, (on the pages immediately preceding).

PLAN: 1st floor.Plan: 1st üoor, publicareas.The
auditorium (1) is the heart of the building, and is placed centrally in the ÄQIplan.It is the auditorium space which is the very raison cl’etre ofthe building; . ' ·

• ** ,1 •
··andbecause this space is so important, it is described in detail in a separate
Tsectionof the book, ’The auditorium’. Still, for the sake of completeness here, . „_.. Q Ä Äthe auditorium can be described brieüy in this discussion as well. The audito— ”

· ·
—Ä

rium is a relatively small, intimate concert hall. lt is designed to seal Only 197
Ä

'’,,.··’ ;
people; their seating is placed on curved rows around a stage which projects ',..· _,_... · Q ,forward. One wall of the room is made of stone; this is a section of the wall‘whichfigures so prominently in the building’s partie. The ceiling of theroomis

supported by a magniücent exposed wooden space frame, designed on a __
‘e;;_radialgrid. The members of the space frame form geometric patterns of stars § .3Ö « Iand spirals, as you gaze up to view it from from the room below. The ceiling

~

/·‘ ‘ Qi. 1supported by the space frame is high (about 30 feet); this height is necessary § . ·· Qto give the room sufiicient volume for good acoustics. However, the depth of I, , _ _Q
the space frame (about 8-10 feet) helps to lower the perceived height of the „~ · E
space down to the level of the space frame’s lower chord, which adapts the /"~- i//spaceto human scale.
_,Lobby(10) and reception (11) spaces are provided close-by to the auditorium; ‘ Ä E ‘ Q
;thelobby is located directly behind it, and the reception space is nearby but Ä

Ä O.
across the wall, in the southeast corner of the building. The lobby and recep- E
ltionareas are quite different in character, due both to their differing forms and ____ _gg____lto

the way their views face opposite areas ofthe site.
’Thelobby (10) is an introspective room. lts view to the outdoors (to the North) ° ”

°
faces the forest. lts rear wall (to the East) is bermed into the slope of the site
somewhat; clerestory windows high on the rear wall provide diffuse light from
this direction. To the South, the lobby is bounded by a short segment of the
wall. And the last ’boundary' of the room follows (and is open to) the curved
hallway beside the auditorium. This edge of the room is marked by a change
in flooring material, by the three round columns which bound the corridor, and
by the change in ceiling height (elevated) over the skylighted curved corridor
itself.
The reception area (11), in contrast to the main lobby, is a lighter, much more
open-feeling space; its view faces out (to the South), across a wide, open
mountain meadow. Sliding doors along the Southwest wall of the reception
area open onto an exterior porch (20) where one can pause to breathe the
fresh mountain air, while admiring the meadow. The reception area is bathed
in light from three sides. From the direction ofthe porch, there is light through
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the windows and the sliding doors. From the rear (Southeast) wall ofthe room
(which, like the rear wall ofthe main lobby, is bermed into the hillside), there
comes light through clerestory windows, placed high on the wall. And along
the ’inside' boundary of the room (beside the wall), light enters the space
through the skylights over the corridor-beside·the·walI. All along the length of
this corridor, it is a two-story space; so the hallway is daylighted, the stone
wall is washed with light, and the public spaces which adjoin the corridor re-
ceive this daylight from ’within’ the building, as well.
The reception area is open to the corridor-along—the-wall; its ’boundary’, to
this direction, is defined by a level change (the reception area is raised up as Ion a plinth, several steps above the level of the corridor) and by thecolumnswhich

frame the edge ofthe plinth. Above this ’entrance’ to the reception area PLAN: 1st floor.(the steps), the mezzanine-like second level of the South wing of thebuilding(15)
has been pulled away from the wall, enlarging the two-story space which ‘lI

Ibegins above the corridor. The ürst floor corridor similarly widens at this point, Ig I Iat the base of the reception area. · · · · II ; · ·· . l
This ’space beside the wall' (14) celebrates the wall and the one opening I .ithroughthe wall (between the main lobby and the reception area), by creating 5 . / ··F‘‘ . ll . l" lenough space to allow one to actually step far enough back from the wall to

I
I,,«·‘‘'

I
’see

it in its larger context; to be ab/e to view and more fully appreciate the . __I___._ ¢
massiveness ofthe wall, and the contrast between this massive solid wallandthe

relatively small opening which allows you to penetrate through it. The two — ~F’f
I . I."storyspace, then, celebrates this important joint in the building. From below Q N I_,.··‘’'igorfrom the balcony above, either one, the space is made more grand by the . . .

’viewsthat are opened up.
§

‘ I I
V

The remaining rooms in the public section of the first floor of the building in- § T ‘ N I
clude the public rest rooms (12) and a foyer space (13), both located near
thebuildingentrance which is closest to the amphitheater. The rest rooms are \
i‘‘Flocatedhere (in the central part ofthe South wing of the building) so as to be ‘
“·?"/accessibleboth from the main concert hall, (when performances are given M----- 2;-indoors) and from the direction of the amphitheater (during outdoor concerts). / I

F
FThefoyer (13) is a two-story space; along one edge of this space runs a stair— ‘ ‘ 'S;?~g_ I ·F——el ”way which leads up to the oftices located on the upper floor. The foyer, like theIlobbyspaces, is open to the corridor which runs alongside it. The foyer is in- IItendedto be a small, comfortably furnished sort of ’sitting room', whereas (by T TTT TT
TTTcontrast)the actual lobby and reception areas will be sparsely furnished, with,==:,;—,Ifarmore space for standing than for sitting. ° ° °°

Plan: 1st floor, private areas.
Private areas of the building which are directly related to activities surround-
ing the concert performances, themselves, are located apart from public areas
ofthe building, in the North wing (first floor). The area most closely (physically)
linked to the concert hall is the backstage area (2). Because the theater is
designed for the performance of chamber music, the backstage area here
need not be very large (as it would need to be to support theatrical perform-
ances, with stage sets, scenery, and so forth). Rather, the backstage area here
need only accommodate the musicians and their instruments (directly before
performances), and occasionally perhaps a grand piano or a harpsichord
which might need to be wheeled onto the stage for the second half of a con-
cert. The rooms in the private wing of the building have easy access to the
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backstage area, through a private corridor. Besides this corridor, the func-tional areas which make up the private wing ofthe building include: a remoterecording studio (7) an instrument storage area (8) and (perhaps most impor-
tant) several rooms which form the ’green room' suite, the place where the
performers relax and warm up before performing a concert.
The green room (3) is meant to be a pleasant, comfortably-furnished room,with an ambience somewhat akin to that of a living room. This is where per-formers prepare themselves to go onstage: by relaxing, calming and clearingtheir minds, tuning their instruments, playing scales to get their fingerswarmed up. For the convenience ofthe performers, the green room is situatedvery close to the backstage area, and its ’suite’ of rooms includes a smallkitchenette (6), a storage area (9) and a private bathroom (4).
The view from the green room faces (Northwest) into the forest, the PLAN: 2nd nom.’introspective’ portion ofthe site. A private exterior porch (like a deck) (5)runsalongthe Northwest wall ofthe building (alongside the green room suite); the ,_.-.A———porch provides a place where the performers may pause and enjoy the '

at;- . lfragrant outside air and the soothlng sight and sounds ofthe forest. . .
IOpposite this Northwest (exterior) wall of the green room is the ’interior’ I4_..·'boundaryof the green room: an interior partition wall, which separates the ”’’‘ tg;} |green room from the corridor. This ’interior’ green room wall is stepped back ‘ ° .in three segments along the hallway it adjoins; the stepping is articulated älalong the grid ofthe building’s post—and-beamstructure.The

three shorter segments of this ’stepped’ wall (segments perpendicular
totheexterior wall) are ’transparent’: one segment is the doorway from the lcorridor into the green room suite, while the other two segments contain .ili

l‘l¥Illl lillir Iüxed~glass windows between the green room and the daylighted hallway.The(,..:/
äk .„,three longer segments ofthe wall (segments parallel to the exterior wall)are’solid’;however these wall segments have clerestory-type windows,situatedhigh

on the green room wall (above eye level). (See the section drawing.)
lThesesmall flxed·glass windows allow diffuse light from the daylightedcorri—dorto to wash in through the ’inside’ wall ofthe green room, brighteningwhatmightotherwise be dark corners of the green room by tilling them with light.V,

I//Plan:2nd floor, the office area. I X iiIThe
second floor of the building occurs only in the South wing of the building; ’-_

it is a mezzanine-like floor which houses the oftices for the music center. Two „;;,. V
areas ofthe second level, the reception area (16) and the second floor corridor(15) look out over adjoining two-story spaces of the building: the receptionarea looks out over the first floor foyer area, and the entire second floorhallway is open to the two story space which runs along the length ofthe wall.
The skylights which run along the wall light these open second floor areas, aswell the ürst floor corridor below.
Besides the open areas on the second level, there are several, relatively
small, enclosed rooms. These include two oftices (17), a conference room (18),
and a single practice room (19). These rooms, though enclosed to achieveprivacy, are still well daylighted; on their outer wall, they have windows which
look out over the meadow; and they also have areas of fixed glass on thepartition wall which faces the corridor, which lets in daylight from the ’interior’of the building (from the skylights along the wall).
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Entrancel Circulation./

Because the public and private areas of the building are /
kept separate, there are also different entrances and sepa- T
rate patterns of circulation for the two zones of the building. \
Entrances and major corridors of circulation for thepub/icand

private zones of the building are shown on this page. ;»·..‘·Q_Ü§*·"Ä¤" Ä

”j}’Ä;€L?Entrancesand circulation corridors are outlined (in
theirseparatediagrams) in bold. The public areas ofthe building iY·fg‘ä=Q’{€i§§='QiÜj_'
are shown (shaded) in diagram one; and in diagram
three,shadingdesignates the area of the private wing. The en- Qi:‘?£—Ä€t;?— , 2trances and patterns of circulation are arranged as follows.im /"’ wi iv
(1) There are three public entrances into the building.
One(left)allows entrance directly into the lobby behind the XI
theater. The second entrance (center) is an entrance beside ~Ithe wall; this entrance (being closest to the parking area) ~I

‘
is the entrance through which the majority of people will PUBUC ENTRANCEST i C,„CUL„,O„, PUBUCenter the building. And the third entrance (right) allows en- X
trance to the theater building from the direction of the Xamphitheater. (The public portion of the building is shaded; X)
the curved arrow shows the direction to the parking area,
and the straight arrow indicates the direction leading to the
amphitheater.)

(2) The public circulation is provided by two intersecting
corridors: one, the straight corridor which runs alongsidethe wall, and the other the curved corridor behind the au- ____
ditorium. These give the public access to the major public *-1 g_
areas of the building: the theater, and the public areas
pe-ripheralto the theater: the lobby and reception areas, and
the public rest rooms.

(3) There are two entrances to the private wing of the
building, located at opposite ends of the private corridor. ",.= 3 ‘*
One is an exterior entrance (right) and the other (at left)isaninterior connection to the public portion of the building. i Ag-T;-T.
(The private zone of the building is shaded.) TQ'-‘-ÄQ:*§‘*§j’i,}~¢_>if-5§_iQ=°*Zj._,5;=.(4)

Circulation for the private wing ofthe building, which is'Q '‘‘°"°
kept separate from the public circulation, allows private
access for the performers to and from the green room area, PRIVATE ENTRANCES CIRCIILATIOIVA PRIVATEthe private porch, the instrument storage area, the remote
recording studio, and the backstage area.
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Building entrances! circulation.
The description (regarding the entrances and circu/ation) given here, refers to the
diagram on the previous page.

(1) Ofthe three entrances to the public areas of the building, it is the second en-
trance-- the one beside the wall-- which is the main entrance to the building for
theatergoers, as this is the entrance located closest to the parking area; (the di-
rection to the parking area Is shown by the curved arrow.) Concertgoers who enter
the building at this entrance must, in order to get to the auditorium, walk through
an opening through the wall. And so they are, on their way to the theater, introduced
to the stone wall as a key element of the building’s structure.
The third entrance to the building, located at the far end of the corridor along the
wall, opens out onto a set of exterior, curved, stone-paved steps, facing the
amphitheater. From these steps, one may pause and admire the view ofthe moun-
tains and of the garden wall as it leads down the hill. As the wall steps down the
hillside, it leads first past the grassy terraces and then to the amphitheater; (the
direction downhill to the amphitheater is indicated by the straight dashed arrow).
So, this entrance, as well as furnishing a way to leave the theater building to get to
the amphitheater, will also (conversely) provide an entrance by which summer
concertgoers who are coming from the amphitheater may enter the theater building,
to use public facilities such as the reception area and the rest rooms.

(2) Circulation for the public areas of the building, arranged in the form of two
intesecting corridors, provides public access to the auditorium, as well as to the
other (peripheral) public areas of the building (shaded): the lobby, the reception
area, and rest rooms. They also provide egress toward the amphitheater (downhill)
and the parking area (uphill). The small arrows show the location of public (Interior)
entrances to the auditorium.

(3) The private wing of the building (shaded) has its own private entrances and
circulatlon corridor; in this way, the private areas are kept separate from the rest
of the building. The two main entrances to the private wing of the building are lo-
cated at opposite ends of the main corridor. At one end (the entrance at left), the

. private corridor connects to the curved public corridor; so this joint of the building
(where public meets private) may effectively be considered an entrance to the pri-
vate part of the building. The other entrance to the private wing is an exterior en-
trance, located at the far end of the private corridor.

(4) The circulatlon for the private wing of the building consists of one main corridor
(which runs the length of the private wing, alongside the auditorium), intersected
by a second short corridor, a ’spur’ off the first. The main corridor provides circu-
lation between the backstage area (indicated by the small arrow) and the other
rooms ofthe private wing (such as the green room suite and the instrument storage
area), as well as providing a connection between the private corridor and the public
areas of the building. The shorter corridor, which leads offthe main hallway, travels
through the green room suite past the remote recording studio, and then opens out
onto a private exterior porch (which faces into the forest). Here in the quiet of this
more introspective side of the building, the musicians may pause to refresh them-
selves with the fresh air and the peacefulness of the forest, and thus to center and
quiet their minds, as they prepare to play their music.
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Structural organization of the building.

The building’s basic structural organization is based on the
interplay between two structural systems: a bearing wall
made of stone, and a post—and-beam framework of wood.
The two systems are contrasting in nature. The wall, which
forms the ·m:ajor‘a><is of the building, is solid, massive,
opaque; rarely penetrated by openings. The post and beam
system on the other hand, is skeietal in nature. lt is a
framework; its character is transparent and open. Thus the
framework is virtually the opposite, in nature, of the wall.
Whereas the wall is a solid, the post and beam structure
(forming an open frame which encloses a space) is made
up mostly of void.
The wall finds its beginning in the substance of the site. It
first rises up out of the ground as a low garden wall (far
down the hillside), as an outcropping of boulders might rise
up through the ground in a field. The garden wall then
climbs up the hillside, becoming a bearing wall only when
it has intersected with the building: at this point, the post-
and-beam structure of the building frames into the wall.
lt is the wooden framework which actually encloses the
space of the building; the wall is solely a bearing element
which passes through.
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Diagram: the structural organization.

(1) In the areas of the building adjacent to the wall, the wooden
framework frames into the wall. Here, the post and beam frame —··—·—···—· —————-———·
ofthe South wing ofthe building is shown. Beams aresupportedat

one end by wooden columns; at the other end, they are borne —·d—-—· /. —-———-———

. . . . ————· Ö-@@ ——·-—·(2) On the other side ofthe wall is the auditorium space. Inorderto
achieve a large clear span for the ceiling/roof structure here __-_____- ___ _(over the concert hall), the auditorium uses a woodenspaceframe

system rather than a post—and-beam grid. But like the post ;i gi.and beam frame on the other side of the wall, the auditorium’s ää E2space frame is supported along one edge by woodencolumns,while
its opposite edge is supported by the wall. \"'

(3) In areas ofthe building which are not adjacent to the wall, the 1 2structure is strictly post-and-beam; all loads are borne by the _
wood columns.
(4) The last frame shows the diagrammatic structure of the .
building as a whole.
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framing plan, shown here, illustrates the building’s post-and-beam structure and its relation to the stone wall.

The structure’s load is carried by a grid of wooden columns; these are spanned by split beams, which in turn support
secondary beams (the rafters and floor joists). The rafters and jolsts, positioned about Eve feet on center, support
wooden decking made of one inch thick planks, tongue—in-groove. (The decking is not shown.)

The structure of the space frame is shown in greater detail in the chapter describing the auditorlum. The stippled
area ofthe drawing shows the position of the stone wall.
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The bulldlng’s structure: axonometric.
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structure of the new building is diagrammed here, in axonometric form. The wooden framework (including the space
frame) is supported in peripheral areas of the building by wooden columns; whereas, along the axis of the wall, the
wooden framework bears onto the wall. Split beams are used in the post-and·beam portion of the framing. The South
wing of the building (seen to the right of the wall) is two stories high.
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’ The section shown is cut through the North (private) wing ofthe building; the location of the
section cut is shown diagrammatically on the small inset drawing.
The plan areas seen in this section are: the private porch (to the left); the green room and
its adjacent ’private’ corridor (center); and a portion of the auditorium space (to the right).
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The wood post-and·beam structure of the building is shown. Floors and ceilings are built of wood decking; and the wooden fioors,
roof beams, and decking which forms the ceiling, have all been left exposed to (interior) view. Wood columns in the areas of the
green room and the porch bear onto concrete piers, whereas the larger columns located at the edge ofthe auditorium bear onto a
concrete foundation/retaining wall. The wood columns, where they are engaged in walls, generally extend out slightly beyond both
facesuof the walls. The columns supporting the space frame, however, extend out beyond the face of the partition wall on the audi-
torium side only; from the direction ofthe adjacent hallway, the ’aui.Eitorium’ columns cannot be seen. Rigid insulation has been used
on the floor and the roof ofthe building. Interior partition walls are framed and plastered.

There are windows on the exterior wall of the green room which frame a view of the forest. But the green room is also daylighted
from its ’inside’ wall (adjoining the corridor). The corridor itself is daylighted through clerestory windows located above the partition
wall which separates the green room from the hall. From there, fixed glass (interior) windows, situated high on this partition wall
(between green room and hallway), allow diffuse light from the daylighted corridor to illuminate the green room from its ’inside’ edge.
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Sectionl axonometric drawing: the wall.
(see drawing on the previous page.)

The wall is thickest at its base, and then decreases in thick-
ness twice as it increases in height: this change occurs at the
levels at which the first and second floor) beams frame into the
wall. So, at each level at which beams frame into the wall,
there is a ledge articulating the wall thickness. Beams frame
into special pre-cast concrete ’stones’, strategically placed
along the wall; these ’stones’ provide special (cast) beam
pockets into which the ends of the beams are fit. The pre-cast
’stones’ thus create a joint at which the wood ofthe framework
may join into a wall made of stone.
The corridor which runs alongside the wall is a two-story
space, skylighted from above; the metal framing for the
skylight is supported by the second floor beams. Where this
metal framing meets the wall, it frames into a recess in a
poured-in—place concrete beam (which is a part of the wall).
The beam thus provides a smooth, uniform surface to which
the metal framing may join: the beam creates a concrete
interface at which it becomes possible to attach a (smooth)
metal frame to a rough stone wall.
Two openings through which one may penetrate the wall are
shown. One, the entrance leading through the wall to the the-
ater space, is seen at right; and the second (a much smaller
opening in the wall), located along the cun/ed (exterior) face
of the building, is seen at the left.
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Choice of the structural elements.

The materials and the elements of structure from which the new building
is to be made, are taken from study ofthe buildings ofthe context-- where
natural materials have been used, simply and honestly, in harmony with
the site. So it was with the intent that the materials and form of the new
building (like those of the context) might also blend gracefully into the
natural beauty of the site, that the two materials used in the design ofthe
new building’s structure were chosen: the materials of stone and wood.
The wood is to be used in the form of an open wooden frame, and the
stone is used in the form of a stone wall.
The wall. The form of the garden wall-- built of rough—cut stone; low in
proüle, built close to the earth-- was created in the spirit of trying to de-
sign using natural materials, in harmony with the natural beauty of the
site. ln this spirit the wall is, itself, considered to be like an outcropping
of stone from the site. Built of rough stone, the form of the wall rises up
out ofthe ground; but at the same time, it remains low in profile, resting
close to the earth’s surface. Like a boulder found in a field, the wall is a
part of the substance of the earth which has pushed up through the sur-
face of the ground. And thus, although the garden wall is built (is man-
made), its materal, its scale, and its very character as a garden wall, .
make it a reasonable and natural element to find in a mountain meadow.
As the garden wall climbs further up the hill, it meets and enters the
theater building, now becoming a stone bearing wall, an integral part of
the building’s structure; in the building, the wall (as structure) works to-
gether with the structure ofthe wood frame.
The frame. The use of a wooden frame as structure in the new building
was chosen in part because it relates to the context (where post-and-
beam framing has been used in the existing structures). But also, the
structural ’language’ of the framework was chosen (for the new building)
for its open, skeletal. It is intended, like the framework of a traditional
Japanese house, to form exterior ’walls’ which may open to the out·of-
doors-- in order to embrace the great natural beauty of the site.
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V The theater: design objectives.

· The object of the design ofthe theater is to create
a room which will enhance the experience of
chamber music.

• lt should, then, be a space with excellent acoustics,
and

¤ The interior form of the theater should create a
visual ambience of warmth and intimacy.

¤ The room should provide seating for a small audi-
ence (not more than 200 people), and must provide
good lines of sight to the stage, for those seated in
the theater.

• Finally, the room should be built of natural materi-
als, and the structure of the room should be ex-
pressed, exposed to view.
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Design of the auditorium (an introduction).

The auditorium, a concert hall for chamber music, is the heart of the
building: it is the reason behind the entire design. So the auditorium
should be, above all else, a place for listening; a room for music-- a
space which will enhance the experience of chamber music.
The nature of the music, itself, is intimate in character-- written for small
ensembles, to be performed for small groups of listeners. And so, to
enhance the experience of listening to chamber music, the auditorium
should provide a theater space which is intimate visually, as well as
warm and resonant, acoustically. Because the theater is for chamber
music (specitically), its size is small-- seating less than two hundred
people. And the seating arrangement for the room is informal, with seats
arranged on a series of curved landings, wrapped about a stage which
projects forward into the audience.
The roof/ ceiling structure over the theater space is a curved wooden ,
space frame, supported along one side by a stone bearing wall (the left
side wall ofthe auditorium) and along its other edges by wood columns.
The form of the space frame (over the auditorium) divides the interior
volume ofthe room into two different parts, along the axis of an off-center

— aisle. Along the line of this aisle, the level of the bottom chord of the
space frame changes height (in section)-- so that to the left of the aisle
(over the wider section of seats), the ceiling is higher, and to the right
of the aisle (over the narrow section of seats) the ceiling is dropped to
a lower level. Thus two different kinds of space are created within the
larger space of the room as a whole: wider, higher, more open (to the
left), and narrower, lower, more intimate in scale (to the right).
The depth of the space frame allows the ceiling of the room (above the
top chord of the structure) to be high-- enhancing the acoustics of the
theater, by adding to the room’s volume-- while allowing the visua/Iy
perceived level of the ’ceiIing’ (at the lower chord of the space frame), .

— to be relatively low: thus bringing the ceiling height down a bit, to a level
friendlier to human scale.
Finally, the space frame, besides serving as structure, is (itself) beautiful
visually. Its wooden members form curved geometric patterns of stars
and spirals; and its curved form reflects the curved seating plan of the
theater space, below. The space frame, as well as the auditorium’s
seating arrangement, form, and structure, are described on the pages
which follow.
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Seating plan for the theater. Seating for the theater is arranged in curvedrows,wrapped
about a stage which projects forward into the audience. Because the the- °

‘° 2°'
ater is designed expressly for chamber music, it was kept quite small in size: it seats
only 197 people. A more detailed description of the seating plan, and ofthe form and
design ofthe theater room is given on the page following.
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The seating plan for the theater

The seating plan in the theater is arranged in a roughly circular fash-
ion, around a stage which protrudes forward into the audience. Be-
cause the stage is ’puIIed’ forward into the seating area, the listeners
are actually seated around the musicians as they perform. This seating
arrangement, somewhat informal, is intended to heighten a feeling of
’connection’ between the listeners and the performers.
The curved form of the seating plan is meant to resemble the natural
pattern in which listeners might gather around a street musician or a
minstrel: the Iisteners, drawn by the sound of the music, will gather
near the musician, loosely grouped, and they will tend to form a
semi-circle around the source ofthe sound.
In order to maintain the informality and the intimacy of the theater
setting, and of the visual relationship between the performers and the
audience, the stage height was set low: only two feet above the the
level of the audience. The audience’s seats, arranged in curved rows
around the stage, are placed on shallow landings; each row differs in
level by only six inches from the next. The various landings for the
auditorium seats are shown in the drawing by bold lines.
Circulation within the seating area is provided by three aisIes.Besides
the aisles located along both sides of the room, there is also one
’central’ aisle, running through the mid-portion of the auditorium; this
aisle is placed off-center, such that the performers need not look for-
ward from the stage into an empty space. This aisle divides the room
into two sections. Reflecting the difference between these two seating
areas, the ceiling ofthe room (supported by an exposed wooden space
frame) steps down in height, over the aisle. So, above the wider sec-
tion of seats the ceiling is higher, and above the narrower section the
ceiling is dropped by about 6 feet-- creating two different sorts of
spaces within the room as a whole. The smaller, lower section of the
room is more introverted in character; whereas the larger section with
the higher ceiling celebrates a feeling ofopenness.
Because the theater is designed solely for the performance of cham-
ber music, it was kept small in size. Chamber music is by its nature
an intimate art form, originally intended to be performed in a ’cham-
ber', for a small, select group of listeners. So, in keeping with this
tradition, and in order to protect the ambience of intimacy needed for
the concert hall, the seating capacity of the theater was limited to 197
seats. An audience of this size would be small enough that each seat_ in the theater could be located fairly close to the stage, allowing each
person a heightened experience of the performance; yet it would be
large enough in numbers to generate a great deal of energy in re-
sponse to a concert performance.
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The space frame.

The basic form of the auditorium’s space frame is diagrammed
here, in plan (lower left), in section (center), and as a ’wire-‘ frame' axonometric drawing (upper left). The wireframe drawing
was computer-generated, using CADAM software.

The section drawing (the section is Iongitudinal) illustrates howQ‘‘‘‘"Q‘‘‘‘‘Q‘‘‘‘‘’Q‘‘‘‘"T‘""rV‘‘‘‘‘‘;""‘T""1‘‘‘‘‘: the space frame steps down over the front of the theater room' ‘ Q Q E Q Q Q Q Q Q (over the stage area), while level of the ceiling remains high‘ ' Q Q Q Q over the seating area. The space frame also steps down in
Q Q transverse section; this lateral articulation of the form can be

Q Q Q Q Q Q Q
“ seen along the leading edge of the axon drawing.

Q Q The space frame is to be constructed of wooden struts, which
Q Q Q Q Q , Q are connected by metal joints. The wooden space frame is ex-
Q Q ° Q Q Q Q Q Q posed to view from the auditorlum below, as it is enclosed
Q Q Q Q Q Q (sheathed with exposed wood decklng) just above the upper
Q Q Q Q Q Q chord of the structure.
Q _ I Q The depth of the space frame (which runs about 8 to 10 feet)
Q

”"—

~

Q Q Q Q contributes height and (therefore) volume to the ’acoustic en-
Q · Q Q Q velope’ of the room, while at the same time giving the visual
Q Q Q Q impression of lowering the ceiling, to the people seated below.
Q Q Q This increased volume which the depth of space frame contrib-
Q Q utes to the room is extremely important in setting up a goodQ h ’reverberation time' for this small theater- to make the room
Q

E
resonant, so that the making of music will till the room with' _ sound, will make the room sing.

Q Q While the upper chord of the space frame defines the acoustic
space of the room; it is the structure of the lower chord of the‘ space frame which is, as seen by viewers seated below, visually‘
perceived as the ’ceiling’ of the room: 8 to 10 feet below the
level of the actual ceiling. This ’lowered’ ceiling height helps to
make the theater room more intlmate in feeling, friendller to
human scale. Thus, the depth inherent in the structure of the
space frame simultaneously serves to raise the ceiling of the
room (for acoustic purposes), while it also seemingly lowers the‘
ceiling (delining the form of the interior space).
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A refiected ceiling plan of the space frame, showing its
basic form, is shown here, at left. The plan shows the radialgrid on which the space frame’s structure is based.
The subunit of structure which has been used to create the
space frame’s form is basicly that of a cube, diagonaIly·
braced along each face (as diagrammed above); a series
of these cubes, joined together, creates a 3-dimensional
matrix of structure which is extremely strong, and capable
of spanning long distances without intermediate support.
For this design, the grid upon which the space frame is
based was radially deformed into a curved form, in order‘ that the space frame better fit with and complement the
curved shape of the auditorium room below. The pattern
of diagonal bracing shown in the diagram above is used
throughout the structure of the space frame, although it ls
not shown on the plan drawing on this page.
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THE FORM:
building, wall, terraces, ampnitneater.



The form of the building complex.

The form of the building complex as a whole includes the theater building,
amphitheater, the terraces and the wall. And the form has as its setting the
steep slope of the meadow. So it is to this sloped site that the ’form’ ofthe
music center must relate. To address the slope of the mountainside, the
form of the building complex fo/lows the hillside, terraclng down the slope.
This stepping of the ’form’ down the mountainside can be seen throughout
the form of the building complex as a whole-- in the building, the steps, the
terraces, the amphitheater-- the massing of the form constantly stepping
down, terraclng down the hillside; the repetition of its curved steps creating

_ a rhythm as it goes.

lt is from the amphitheater that the curved steps begin. Built into the earth
and paved with cut stone, the curved steps of the amphitheater take their
form from the contours of a natural hollow in the site. And from this begin-
ning, the curved steps are then repeated-- refiected through the geometry
ofthe rest ofthe theater complex as it moves up the hillside.
The form of the theater complex- once again starting from the amphi-
theater-- begins its growth from the substance of the land on which it is
built. The amphitheater and the terraces both are built into the ground, low
in profile, like a bas-relief sculpture built into the earth. Whereas the
amphitheater is paved with cut stone, the terraces are made of the earth
itself, covered with grass; they are defined around their edges by low stone
retaining walls, which separate the terraces from the remainder of the
meadow. Because the terraces are parts of the hillside which have been
contained-- artlculated-- they are a part of the 'built’ and not a part of the
’natural’. But at the same time, since they are made ofthe earth, covered
with grass, built into the ground, they are almost still a part ofthe meadow- ~
but a part of the meadow which now steps up the hillside.
The wall is also an important element of the ’form’. The wall, like the the

— theater and the terraces, also has its origins in the earth. Built of stone, it
begins at the amphitheater as a shallow garden wall, and then runs up the
hillside to the theater building. The wall thus serves to link the building and
the amphitheater together, creating an axis, and marklng a path between‘
the two.

But the form of the building, being a visual matter, is far easierto illustrate
with drawings than to try to explain in words. So the following pages show
drawings which are studies of the form-- the articulation of the wall, the
terraces, the form of the building on the mountainside.
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The artlculation of the wall up the hill: a study.

The profile of the garden wall as it climbs the hillside, is low in height; friendly to human
scale. lt varies from about four to six feet in elevation. Running alongside the wall are
flights of of stone steps which allow you to follow the wall, to climb the hill alongside it.

Whereas the elevation of the top of the wall climbs the hill at a relatively steady pitch,
the pitches of the short flights of stairs·· since the stairs alternate with landings—- are
relatively steeper than that of the wall. The result of this difference in pitch is that, as
you start to climb a flight of stairs, the wall is taller than you are; and it blocks your view
to the other side. But because the stairs ascend more steeply than the profile of the
wall, by the time you approach a landing, your eye level becomes higher than the level
of the wall- allowing you now to see over it, to see to the other side. _
Thus, as you ascend the steps (beside the wall), the wall will alternately block your view(across it), and then will yield, allowing you to see over the top. While your view across' " ‘ ‘ the wall is blocked, your attention will focus on the axis of your travel, the stone wall‘° and stone steps themselves, the terraces, and the view of the meadow to your right.
But it is not long (as you continue up the stairs) before you reach a landing. Here, you
can see over the wall. Here you may pause, rest a minute from the steep climb; and look
across to the other side.
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1. 2.

Alternate parking schemes.

Situating an area for parking a hundred or more cars, while causing the minimal disruption of a beautiful and
sensitive natural site, is a delicate problem at best. The original concept for locating the parking area revolved
around the priority that the meadow was to be left undisturbed; that, with the exception of the theater building and
amphitheater (sited far to the edge of the meadow), the meadow must be left open and natural-- undisturbed by
driveways, paving, and especially by cars. So the approach drive was kept close to the edge of the meadow, and
the logical place to place the cars seemed to be up off the meadow, in a glade just slightly into the forest. ln this
way, the cars would be hidden from view (from the meadow). And visitors arriving at the music center would park
in glade-like lot in amongst the trees; they would be able to enjoy a short walk through the forest to approach the
theater. The meadow would be left undisturbed, and the visitors as they arrived would immediately experience
first—hand the contrast of the double nature (forest and meadow) of the site.

Three variations of the parking scheme based on the original concept are shown here (on this page and the page
following). The first diagram of the series of four (diagram 1) shows the theater building, terraces, and
amphitheater of the music center (sited on the edge of the clearing) as they exist before the parking is added; the
orginal (undisturbed) contours of the land are shown. The wavy line running from the upper right to the lower
center of the drawing shows the boundary of the clearing; to the left of this line the site is wooded and to the right
of the line begins the meadow. In the following three diagrams, then, the three different parking schemes which
are proposed for the site are shown (diagrams 2, 3, and 4).
The first parking scheme (shown in diagram 2) places cars in two arc-shaped rows, along a road which makes a
one-way loop within the parking area. Between the single-loaded row and the double~Ioaded row, there is a small
green space. The parking area is situated within the forest, but it is fairly close to the meadow’s edge, and fairly
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3. 4.

Alternate parking schemes. (continued)

close to the theater and amphitheater as well. The curved dotted line between the theater and amphitheater des-
ignates a stone footpath which links the two ’theater’ spaces together; this footpath, which runs partly through the
forest, is easily accessible from the parking area. Note that, compared to the original contours, the land for this
parking area has been terraced off somewhat, along the arcs of the curve.
The second parking scheme (diagram 3) is a variation upon the ürst arrangement. In this scheme, the parking has
been arranged into a single (longer) double—loaded Ioaded row. The road is still a one-way loop in the parking area,
but a small drop-off area has been added, near the rear entrance to the theater building. ln order to minimize the
visual impact of the road and the cars (through the forest) upon the theater building, the road and the lines of
parked cars have been moved further away from the building, and the green space between the road and the first
row of cars has been bermed up to form a small hill, a visual barrier. However, in this scheme, the contours of
the land have been changed considerably from the original, over a fairly large area.
Finally, in the last parking scheme of the series (diagram 4) parking has been arranged into a single long double-
Ioaded row of cars, and the road (and parking area) have been even further removed from the theater building.
This arrangement provides a visual buffer space (approximately eighty feet) of forest to block any view of the road
or the parked cars from the theater building. Although the parking area in this scheme is fairly long, it was de-
signed to cause much less alteration of the site contours than the scheme in diagram 3. In this scheme (diagram
4), very little of the site (aside from the area to actually be paved) needs to be cut or filled: in the diagram (4),
portions of the contours lines which would be altered from the original contours have been indicated by dashed
lines. (A retaining wall would be required along the upper edge of the outside row of cars).
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Alternate parking schemes. (continued)

Eventually, however, after great consideration and consternation, (and at the insistence of my committee mem-‘ P ( ,}_ bers), all of these parking schemes were abandoned~- in favor of an arrangement which situated the parking along·· ;Ä‘Vg‘·€gé;. . the upper edge of the meadow (see the Site Plan). There were several reasons for this change in intent. Principally,
/ these were as follows.‘— = (

f
‘

While the placement of parking in the forest was originally intended to save the natural beauty of the meadow from/„ being disturbed, it eventually became apparent that the grading of the parking in the forest would cause a greatdeal of dlsturbance to the forest. The cut-and fill operations necessary to execute some or all of these schemesT would result in the clearing or death of many trees even outside the actual paved areas themselves. So the con--_ T \__/__ ° struction processes involved in creating these parking arrangements would cause the areas to lose their 'desired’° character of being sheltered glades within the forest; rather, they would become sizeable clearings of their own.
/ ;;,’,;_J ' Trees replanted in areas re-graded could eventually üll in these voids, but of course it would take these trees many5;;.;',_,’ f·*~*i‘ ’ ’ years to mature to full size. Finally, the paving of a long steep portion of the hillside would funnel a great deal ofvy_:‘_ y ° V ‘ · drainage to the lower end of the parking arc; and this drainage would potentially cause a major problem with

erosion at the lower end of the paving.
_. S0, parking was ’moved’

to the upper meadow. Here, a doubly-loaded row of cars could be situated somewhatremoved from the theater, and following the natural contours of the land. A small berm was to be built up between‘* r _ the row of parking and the theater building, so the cars would not be visible on the meadow from the building.
Here, however, minor changes made to the existing contours could be blended in and then sodded over, so that_, A.°‘,‘i_ _ the new contours could be healed into the existing site almost immediately.
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Space frame joint. The photographs here show
the wooden space frame, and the steel joint by
which the members are connected, as described
by Ernst Gehri (see list of references).
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The ontogeny of the design. 3 . V

. The word ’ontogeny’ as used in Biology refers to the progressive 3 'V T ’ *I V .development (often through several developmental stages) of an in- 3
Q v, -‘

dividual organism. Thus, a butterfly develops from egg to caterpillar V.
rrtopupa to the adult butterfly. Several immature and intermediate /,33
IIstages,leading to one final form. VV 3_; 3

H
;;Buildingsare not alive, and do not sprout wings. But like a develop- 33 3- 3V V h d V V hV h V h th h ¤. ··V?Ing

Ol’QanlSm, t 9 €Slgn In t IS t SSIS as QOn€ VOUQ many
d€·velopmentalchanges, on its way to becoming its ünal form. Some .3 5II 3 33 ·. _’

of those intermediate forms (arrived at in the course of the design 3, -5 r 5
I sx!3°V33 I*‘ ,'

process) are shown here and on the next several pages. 3 1; . .I2 1 ·‘ VV I3 sI .2 5·V.I. 5 .. 3 3 » ’ _' 33'· 3 ·- ;. ·. 3 3; ·VV .3..3.· .
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